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Ohio State closes
library, three labs
in bomb scare
Classes, activities cancelled as authorities investigate
By Julie Cart Smyth
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS (AP) —A bomb threat
targeting Ohio State University
was e-mailed to the FBI Tuesday
morning, prompting the school to
evacuate four academic buildings,
including the main library. An initial search turned up nothing out of
the ordinary, officials said.
The threat was in a message
received Tuesday at FBI headquarters in Washington, said
Paul Bresson, an agency spokesman based there. Campus police
said they were alerted at 8:19 a,m.
TUesday that the threats involved
the William Oxley Thompson
Memorial Library and three laboratory buildings.
"This is still in our assessment
a threat, and there have been no
suspicious package or devices
found at this time," University
Police Chief Paul Uenton said at a
news conference.
Authorities did not identify the

source of the bomb threats at Ohio
State, one of the nation's largest
universities, with more than 56,000
students at its main Columbuscampus. The FBI's Bresson declined to
provide information about where
the e-mail appeared to come from
or whether the bureau believed the
threat was real.
University officials did not
offer information on the nature
of the threats and declined
to speculate on why the four
buildings were targeted.
All were evacuated and closed
as investigators went through
them with bomb-sniffing dogs,
and authorities also closed off
three streets.
"It's a little worrisome. Maybe
there won't be a warning next time,"
said Todd Elder. 21, a psychology
major from Columbus.
Staff members outside one of the
labs had thought they were being

University Dining Services works to bring new franchises to McDonald, Commons
By Ma. Filby
Reporter

As the newest dining halls
open, new food options will be
coming in.
University Dining Services
hopes to bring Dunkin' Donuts
and possibly Pinkberry Frozen
Yogurt to the new McDonald
Dining Center and Commons
Dining Center, respectively. The
new restaurants would open

See THREAT | Page 9

FALCON STATUE LANDS

when the dining halls open one the Dunkin' Donuts location in
year from now.
the McDonald Dining Center
Dining Services is also explor- in hopes that it will bring in
ing the option of having Dunkin' some of the community John
Donuts open 24 hours a day.
Zachrich,
Undergraduate
"Dunkin' Donuts recently Student Government chair of
expanded their menu," said auxiliary affairs, has been colMike Paulus, director of laborating with Dining Services
University Dining Services. to determine new food options.
"It really includes a nice mix
of items."
See DINING | Page 9
Dining Services will open

Tarp, bags found in case of
three missing in Ohio
By Andraw Walsh-Huggins
and Jaannit Nuss
The Associated Press

UUKNP0FF

'

SOARS: T*ie Stroh Center features the world's largest falcon statue, which was erected Tuesday afternoon For a sneak peak of what's going on inside
the Stroh, sat page 3.

Search presses on for two escaped federal prisoners
Authorities believe Jones and Cross are still in the St. Louis metropolitan area
ByJimSuhr
The Associated Press

ST. LOUIS — Federal agents scouring for a second day for two jail
escapees — one a suspect in a
possibly multimillion-dollar summer heist — expressed confidence
TUesday the fugitives still were hiding out around St. Louis, some HO
miles from the lockup that couldn't
hold them.
John Wesley Jones, 38, and Corey
Durand Cross, 31, are both from
St. Louis. But Robert O'Connor, a
spokesman for the U.S. Marshals
Service, declined to detail why he
believed they still were in the area,
a day after they bolted from the
Lincoln County Jail after making
their way onto the lockup's roof and
down a 30-foot wall.
Investigators suspect the two

men got to St. Louis using a truck
stolen from a gas station 7 miles
from the jail and found abandoned Monday along eastbound
Interstate 70 near the city, O'Connor
said. Bloodhounds led searchers
from the truck to a home in nearby
Pine Lawn, but the fugitives were
nowhere to be found.
"With the information we have, we
believe they're still likely in the St.
Louis metropolitan area. I can't get
into why we think that," O'Connor
said Tuesday during the manhunt
that included help from the FBI and
St. I inns police.
Authorities have publicly warned
that the escapees could be armed
and dangerous given the men's
backgrounds. At the time of their
jailbreak, both were being held on
federal charges in separate weapons-related cases. Cross also was

NATION

awaiting a trial scheduled next
month on felony counts of illegally
having an SKS assault-style rifle
during suspected drug-trafficking
and possessing heroin with plans
to deal it.
Jones and Cross also each had
been ordered jailed without bond
pending trial, at the behest of federal prosecutors who claimed in court
papers that both men were serious
flight risks and threats to the community if allowed out on bail.
The FBI has named Jones as a
suspect, though federal prosecutors haven't charged him yet, in a
well-orchestrated, daylight holdup
in August of an ATM Solutions site
in St. Louis. A spokeswoman for the
U.S. Attorney's Office in St. Louis
said this week it's unclear why no
one has been charged directly in
the heist.
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"I don't think either
one of the girls would

have been really
MOUNT VERNON, Ohio — A
sheriff in central Ohio said a tarp
talking with him..."
and trash bags were taken from
the home of a 13-year-old girl who
Steve 1 hompson | Father
was found bound and gagged in
the basement of a man's home Municipal Court on Tuesday
through a video link from the jail,
about 10 miles away.
The girl had disappeared where he was wearing a green
Wednesday along with her mother, sleeveless shirt that revealed
brother and the mother's friend. muscular arms. He mostly stared
Authorities said she was found straight ahead, and yawned at
Sunday in the Mount Vernon one point.
home of Matthew J. Hoffman,
He did not enter a plea. The
who is being held on $1 million judge set bond at SI million and
bond on a kidnapping charge. assigned a public defender to repThe other three remain missing.
resent Hoffman. Authorities said
Knox County Sheriff David more charges were expected.
Barber said Tuesday that the
Police on Sunday rescued 13items found in the girl's home year-old Sarah Maynard from
in Howard are significant to the basement of Hoffman's home,
the investigation. He also said a then began a search of a nearby
WalMart receipt listing tarps and lake for Maynard's mother, 32trash bags has been found, but year-old Tina Herrmann; the
would not say where or when.
woman's 10-year-old son, Kody
Barber said Hoffman is on sui- Maynard; and her 41-year-old
cide watch after giving certain friend, Stephanie Sprang.
"indications" to staff.
It wasn't clear how well
Hoffman spent six years in a Hoffman. 30, knew the four, but
Colorado prison for setting a fire county Sheriff David Barber sugto cover up a burglary and had gested the defendant had been
been released from parole only a watching them.
month ago.
"They knew Hoffman or
The teenager's mother and Hoffman made himself known to
brother, along with a friend of them; he acquainted himself with
her mother's, remained missing the family whether they knew he
Tuesdayafter authorities searched was acquainting himself with
a lake and park near the suspect's them or not." Barber said Monday
home. Authorities offered little at a news conference at which he
hope that they would be found said it was possible "that these
alive but planned to continue folks are dead."
their search.
Sprang's
father,
Steve
1 Ioffman has been held at the Thompson, said Tuesday mornKnox County jail since his Sunday ing that he's staying optimistic.
arrest on a kidnapping charge.
He appeared in Mount Vernon
See MISSING | Page 9
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What is your favorite thing to do when it's raining
outside?

Mother charged with murder

Hollywood lacks ideas

Falcon footbal returns to national TV

A New York mother was sentenced to

According to columnist Drew Schneider,

Following their last-second loss to Miami, which was

57 years to life in prison for killing her

Hollywood has run out of originality and

broadcast on ESPN2 Nov. 10, the Falcons will be

Freshman. Criminal Justice

disabled daughter after putting her

keeps rehashing old cliches in their recent

back on the network tonight as they take on their

"Kiss girls in the rain." | Page 4

through years of abuse | Paga 2

entertainment products | Page 4

rival Toledo | Page 6
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NAT -JH BRIEFS
Woman becomenation's 1st
transgenderjudge

Ariz, mom gets 30
days in jail after
punching boy

19-year-old gets
prison for NYC
coffee shop blast

1 officer fired,
3 suspended in
man's shooting

Minn, teen charged
with killing Iowa
store clerks

OAKLAND. CalitlAP
49-ycat-oW California I:.I->
lawyer has been elected i

PHOENIX (AP)- An Arizona
woman who reportedly told police
she didnt want her children any
• il then punched her 11yeai-old son in front of authorities,
has been sentenced to 30 days

NEW YORK IAP) - A teenager
who set off a homemade bomb
outside a New York City Starbucks
coffee shop has been sentenced
to 31/2 years in prison Authorities
said the stunt was meant to
emulate an anti-hero in the film
and novel "Fight Club"

PORTLAND.Ore-An
Oregon police officer has been
fired and three others suspended
after the fata! shooting of an
unarmed black man during a
standoff with a white officer

- Authorities on Tuesday chaiged
a Minnesota teenager with
murdering two convenience
store clerks at separate stores in
northern Iowa.

nations first open!) ti in
trial judge
Alameda County elect i •
officials say Vn:
beat prosecutor John
Creighton 51 to 48 pt
- a margin o( nearly 10.000
votes - in the Nov 2 et
to fill the vacin ,
Superior I

\>mentfromMaricopa
:. Superior Court says
29-year-old Christina Jean Muniz
(MYOO'-neez) of Surprise also
was sentenced Tuesday to three
■ nation after pleading
•ne count of child abuse

Kolabwski had
leading since election
but outstanding •

Kyle Shaw declined to speak at
his sentencing Tuesday The 19-yearold pleaded guilty in September to
charges including attempted arson
He was 17 at the lime of the blast.
The May 2009 explosion on
Manhattan's Upper East Side
shattered windows at the Starbucks
No one was injured.

Officers in the Phoenix suburb
■ Munizs apartment June
u \j a distress call
son Police say Muniz
fl ers she was "sick of her
and wanted to be free

provisional balb:
too close to call u •
The Gay and 11
Fund has said she

judge in thi

Authorities said Shaw wa ' ■
to imitate "Fight Club" character
Tyler Durden. played by Brad Pitt in
the 1999 movie Durden orchestrates
attacks on symbols of corporate
America Shaw's lawyer said his
clients actions leflect a "troubled
youth, not an anarchist campaign

i buys weie being
I by welfare workers.
ly the 11-year-old
'.'d to hug his mother
IIZ punched him in
• iach

MON.. NOV. 15
949A.M
Shanesha Dominique Pugh. 25.
of Bowling Gieen. was cited for
criminal mischief within the lOOO
block of N Grove St.

ivmv.tgWews.com

11:22 AM
Wendy M. Todorowski. 37. of
Toledo, was arrested for deception to obtain a dangerous
drug within the 900 block of W.
Wooster St

TUES.. NOV. 16
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2 22 A.M.
Anthony R. Gordon. 20. of Lima.
Ohio, was arrested for assault
and underage under the influence within the 500 block of
Ridge St

.-..-

■

. Houses

ftWIMVllhl"
MINI i
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PITTSBURGH - Pittsburgh
became the first city in gas-rich
Pennsylvania to ban natural gas
drilling after city council members,
citing health and environmental
concerns, unanimously approved
the measure Tuesday

Michael Richard Swanson. a 17year-old from St. Louis Park. Minn.
was charged as an adult with
two counts each of first-degree
murder and first-degree robbery
in separate slayings at stoies m
Kossuth and Humboldt counties.

Portland police announced
the disciplinary actions on
Tuesday, nearly 10 months after
police shot 25-year-old Aaron
Campbell in the back as he ran
away from them
Officer Ron Frashour. who fired
the lethal shot, was terminated.
He has sard he thought Campbell
was reaching for a weapon

The council received a standing
ovation after voting 9-0 to approve
the ban within city limits.
Pittsburgh sits atop part of
the Marcellus Shale, a large
rock formation in West Virginia.
Ohio. Pennsylvania and New
York. Drilling companies have
been flocking to those states
to tap into the vast natural gas
reserves underneath.

Kossuth County Attorney
Todd Holmes said during a
inference in Algona
that Swanson walked into the
Crossroads Gas Station on US
Highway 18 m Algona just after 9
p m. Monday wearing a ski mask
inded cash and cigarettes
f ram the clerk. 47-year-old Vicky
Bowman-Hall. She complied with
the request, but Swanson shot her
anyway and she died at a nearby
hospital. Holm-

Another officer and two
sergeants were suspended
for two weeks without pay for
unsatisfactory performance.
A Mullnomah County grand
jury found no criminal wrongdoing
but sard police training, command
and communication were
madeguate

Tfie companies use what s called
hacking to break up the rock;
opponents said the chemicals used
in the process can contaminate
water and air.
- Jennifer C.Yates(AP)

- Michael J Crumb (AP)

Check us out online at:

Hi..- M..I# « tatf Caiti let

DESMOINES.Iowa

- Jonathan J Cooper (AP)

BLOTTER

PrekTted
Prop*zrtiesCo.

Pittsburgh
first Pa. city to
ban gas drilling

OFFICE HOURS

■t»on.Ff1:8J30
iX S Maple St
419-352-9378
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CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News at
419-372-6966

NY mom sentenced to prison
for killing disabled daughter
Victim faced physical abuse, half brother charged with raping her
object of tort ti re and abuse."
Investigators said 23-year
old Laura Cummings, who
had the mental capacity of
a preteen. spent days .mil
nights tied lo a chair with a
hood over her head and was
repeatedly raped, beaten and
scalded. Iiei lace pushed into
feces. Her .11 -year-old half

By Carolyn Thompson
The Associated Press

BUFFALO, N.Y. — A New
York woman was sentenced
[Uesday to 57 years to lite
in prison for torturing and
smothering her mentally ilisahled daughter, whom pros
ri nuns said she put through brother, Luke Wright, is a wail
"an almost unimaginable liv- inn trial on charges including
ing hell'' of sexual, physical rape and incest.
and emotional abuse.
"It's the worst case I've
Eva
(illumine,51, ever seen." Assistant District
appeared to cry as a prosecu- Attorney rhomas Flnnerty,
tor described her behavior ,i longtime homicide prosin the family's ramshackle ecutor, said alter asking an
North Collins home outside Brie County Court judge to
Buffalo as "depraved and hor- impose the harshest possible
rific" and the victim as "an sentence on Eva Cummings.

Flnnerty said Cummings
blamed her daughter for
the abuse, saying in interviews it was due to "her
playing her games, acting
out, being sneaky."
Eva Cummings pleaded
guilty last month to second-degree murder, assault,
unlawful imprisonment as
a hale crime and endangering the welfare of a disabied
person. The judge imposed
Consecutive sentences of 25
years to life on the murder
charge. 23 years for assault
and 7 years I'm unlawful
imprisonment.
"She hated her daughter,"
District Attorney IrankSedita
said after court.

Thin! j of a Career With:
Hillsdale

Find out more

1-2bdrapts'3bdlwnhs
Twnhs up to 5 people w.' no extra cost
Full basement
Dishwasher
Garbage disposal
Central air and heat
2'3 bdr come with w/d

Carports

N0VEMBi;.i37,l
BA116
10:30 AM—11:30 AM
FREE FOOD
PRIZES

MECCA

419-353-5800

Management Inc. ;

Bowling Green OH 43402

0

Supply Chain
Management

Questions???
3018 BAA
mgmtinfo^hgsu.edu

Internships
Scholarships
Active Student Organizations
Free Food at Meetings

WASH AND DRY IN ONE HOUR
LM ARIES
LARGEST DRYER IN TOWN
Open 24/7 - Air Conditioned
ATM - FreeWiFi - Laptop Outlet

TVs - Pool Table - Air Hockey
Large Silling Area - Secunty Cameras

Cleanest Laundromat In BG!
111 RAILROAD STREET
www.LMARIES.com

BGSU

o,

NOW LcASING FOR

CALL FOR DEPOSIT SPECIALS!
(419)352-0717

FA .2011

GREENBRIAR, INC.

r,

www.greenbriarrentals.com

I
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CAMPUS
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TOP: Woike-s continue to make progress on the mam
arena ir the Stroh Center

FAR LEFT: The worlds largest falcon statue was
donated to the University by philanthropist Irwm Belt.
The $100,000 statue is part of the Universnys Falcon
Spirit Plaza, which will be located at the entrance of the
Stroh Center.

NEAR LEFT: Mike Schuessler. the project manager
of operations at the Stroh Center, explains how ceiling
installations were installed prior to the flooring Large
machinery was used to install the speakers and lighting m
the rafters

GratealR

All your
graduation
essentials in
one location

Grad Fair 2010 will be held in the BGSU
Bookstore, located in the Bowen-Thompson
Student Union.

November 18th

November 19th

9:00 - 7:00 pm

9:00 - 5:30 pm

November 20th

12:00-5:00 pm
tBGSU.

)00

bookstore.bgsu.edu
866.517. 9766

store

3
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"There really isn't a doughnut-style shop on this side of town. We kind of wanted to
get more community members coming in to buy stuff."
- USG Chair of auxiliary affairs John Zachrkh on possible Dunkin' Donuts on campus [see story pa. 1].
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it STREET What is your favorite thing to do when it is raining outside7

'LE ON
"Watch movies."

"Watch romantic

"Pack that

"Video games.

comedies."

Grizzly mint."

Call of Duty: Black

%

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Ops' and listening

Have your own take on

to music"

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

JESSICA CUTLER
Freshman.
Architecture

CARLOS SANTIZO

Freshman.
Sports Management

TIM CAMPBELL
Freshman.
Sports Management

TYLER KEPPLER
Freshman.
Sports Management

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgviews com.

'Sarah Palin's Alaska' TV show contradicts desire for family privacy

Deal Sarah P.ilin.
I told myself I wasn't going to watch
your show 1 told myself it would
only encourage von. I made a conscious effort to boycott your folksy
shenanigans, and 1 hoped others
would do the same. Hut then I read

Sunday's premiere of "Sarah Palin's
Alaska broke IICs rating records.
And [gave in
Blame it on curiosity, or voyeurism, hut I tuned in for a latenight rerun and gave you an hour
of my life that 1 will never get
hack. I couldn't help hut make a

few observations.
first, while you refer to yourself
and Mmi familyasnormal [believe
tin' word you're looking lor is pre
die table. You've sold us an image.

and I applaud your dedication to they're real girls with dynamic personalities who desperately want
upholding this northern fantasy.
Your reality program is fit) min- the "normal" life you keep insisting
utes of lea Party rhetoric in a prop- you live.
It's too late for Bristol, whose
ish outdoor setting. You've incorporated more extreme sports than busy on "Dancing with the Stars."
the winter Olympics. In a delicate Hut we're promised she'll make
balance of neoconservative poli- several appearances, funny how
tics and national parks, it felt like you accuse the tabloids of invadan episode ol campaigning woman ing your privacy when just months
versus wild.
ago you handed US Weekly an
lor instance, you took your engagement exclusive on a silver
family salmon fishing, and ironi- platter. And while we're on the
cally encountered the iconic topic of antagonist baby daddies,
Mama Grizzly, That same epi- I'm hoping I.evi lohnston will stop
sode, you admitted lacking vir- by for an awkward demonstratuous patience. Understandable. tion of teen shared parenting; the
I too hate delaying gratification. disastrous result of abstinenceI Inwever. had you waited to show- only education.
But honestly, the most convinccase your beloved bear it may have
ing character thus far is your neighbeen less transparent.
Also, your children's robotic bor — the author writing a book
responses to your leading ques- about your comings and goings.
tions do not constitute real dia- You claim he will be "bored to deal h"
logue. Haven't they been exploit- and wonder who would want to
ed enough? Piper's full of spunk, watch your very normal family rouand Willow's quite the tenacious tine. Good point, but then why do
teen. Although you portray them you have a reality show?
as stereotypes, I'm almost positive
In the middle of your ordinary

Be thankful for human life, not sales
Black Friday mob mentality needs to end for safety, sanity reasons
By Karen Ingram
Kansas State Collegian
(Kansas State University)

I loathe Black Friday, but 1
must admit it is the most aptly
named holiday" shopping
spree ever There is no better way to see just how selfish,
petty and heartless people
can be than to stick them in
a parking lot with 2,000 other
people and tell them the TVs
they want to save $50 on so
badly only number-100.
Black Friday has left a bad
taste in the mouths of many,
especially since 20(111. the
deadliest year for holiday
shopping to date You might
recall that was the year a
young Walmart employee was
trampled in death by overeagei shoppers in Long Island,
N.Y., and two men shot and
killed each other at a Toys-Riis in Southern California It
was later reported that the
shooting had nothing to do
with shopping, according
to a Nov. 28. 2008, article by
the lluffington Post, hut the
trampled Walmart employee
was most definitely a result of
Black Iriday mtih behavior
"When they were saying
thev had to leave, that an

employee got killed, people
were yelling, 'I've been in line
since Iriday morning!" a witness said in a Nov. 28, 2008,
New York Daily News article.
"They kept shopping."
I he next year, many stores
implemented new safety
standards to ensure the loss
of life would be minimal, but
there's no reasoning with a
mob of shoppers when they ie
still high on the tryptophan
mindset from the day before:
I'll-give-thanks-by-overeat ing-while-the-family-downthe-street-goes-to-the-soupkitchen bingefest.
Black Iriday 2009 was eelehrated in style at a Walmart
in California with fights and a
visit from the cops. To try preventing a mob and possible
casualties like the 2008 incident,
this Walmart chose to stay open
all night, rather than open the
dtx>rs suddenly and encourage
stampeding. But within minutes, they had to chase customers out of the store when they
began breaking into merchandise not due for sale until S am,
according to an article in the
Los Angeles Times. I-ven after
the cops and managers forced
everyone out into the parking
lot so the merchandise could

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.

be reshelved, angry would-be
shoppers banged on the glass
di ii ii s .iiid attempted tii sneak
back in through other parts of
the store.
The only patient Black
Iriday shopper is a dead one.
Who cares about human life
when there's a cheap Blu-ray
player on the other side of
the corpse? Who cares about
the holiday spirit, or about
using this time of year as an
excuse to treat others extra
nicely, when you can elbow
somebody in the nose to get
that last Xbox 360 on sale?
Common courtesy is a sign of
weakness best left to bell ringers on the sidewalk outside,
BlackTridayisdespicable.lt
brings out the worst in people
and encourages mob behavior. Any of these people, if you
asked them, I'm sure would
swear up and down they'd
normally never do stuff like
this. They'd say they would
never intentionally hurt or kill
somebody because of a toaster. But people are not reasonable or rationed creatures
when in large numbers, They
itre a mob. plain and simple.
So, instead of starting an
office pool to guess the number of casualties for Black
Iriday 2010. I just want to
voice the wish I've had for
years, now: Please end Black
Iriday. 1 don't need a plasma
TV badly enough to lose teeth
over, and neither do you.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of
this page.
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with stories from the
paper and online extras.
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Products, TV shows, movies
come off as using false advertising
Unoriginal ideas cause disappointment, loss of faith in entertainment
Middle" and a bunch of oth- years. However, some movers. But there are also a lot ies are very unoriginal. For
of shows that are not good example, there is a new
One thing that really annoys at all. The commercials for movie out called "Skyline."
me on TV is infomercials. them make them seem like When I saw the preview for
I think they are so stupid, they are the best shows ever, this film, it made me think
even worse than regular but once you actually watch of "War of the Worlds." In
commercials. They are a full episode they don't live fact, everything that hapespecially irritating because up to your expectations.
pened in the preview was
a lot of the items that are
Another problem with almost identical to "War of
advertised are pointless.
some new shows is that they the Worlds."
There are a few things that are actually not new at all.
It was also pretty annoydeserve to be advertised, such They are old shows that arc- ing when the whole vampire
as Oxi Clean or pretty much being remade. Shows such trend was going on. There
anything Billy Mays has ever as "90210" and "Hawaii Five- were so many movies and
done. But most of the things 0" were new a long time ago, shows about vampires and
I see are really ridiculous and but they ended and were off werewolves and it was really
although whoever invented the air for several years. Now just enough. After "Twilight"
them might make a lot of these shows are back on the came out, it was like people
money, the people who buy air with pretty much the got brainwashed and could
them will probably use them same plot, but some different think of nothing but pale guys
once or twice and then realize characters.
and girls with sharp teeth who
that it was a waste of money.
Now I have never really drink blood.
I'm not the most creative watched any of these shows,
Even though this science
person, and I would have a but 1 just think that it is pret- fiction fad is slowing down. I
very hard time trying to think ty pathetic that people can't still wish there would be more
of a new idea for an invention. come up with their own ideas, new ideas. No matter how
However. I can tell whether so they have to take old ideas good an old show was, there
something that someone else and just tweak them a little bit. is no need to bring it back.
came up with is a good idea or Is it really that hard tocome up There can be too much of a
not. Besides household prod- with a new idea for a TV show? good thing. That's why shows
ucts that arc advertised on 1 mean 1 probably couldn't do go off the air in the first place,
TV, there are a lot of ideas for it, but it's not my job. These unless they just suck. 1 know
movies and television shows people are getting paid to I can't think of any amazing
that are either not original or come up with new ideas.
ideas myself, but the ones who
just plain bad.
The same thing is happen- are supposed to think of them
There are several new ing with movies lately. Don't need to do a better job.
shows on TV that 1 think are get me wrong, there are some
very good and original, such amazing movies that have
Respond to Drew at
as "Modern Family," "The come out over the past few
tlienews@bgnews.com
By Draw Schneider
Cdumrwt

FIND OUT WHAT B6VIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!

■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

THE BG NEWS

day, you put on a power suit for rifice in an attempt to help you
a television appearance with Bill attain your personal goals. It's not
O'Reilly from your home. As soon fair. So please, stop putting your
as the broadcast ends, you're hop- family through these wilderness
ping in an liV and taking off for adventures to uphold the false
Denali for a little glacier climbing. persona created by your campaign
It's as if every minute filmed inside and perpetuated by the media.
You promised viewers four
must be compensated by two minutes of footage outside in the ele- wheelers, kayaks, chain saws, rifles
ments. I see what you're doing, and and dog sleds in the future. I'm
hoping for an early cancellation.
so does everyone else.
I watched you suit up for your Otherwise, TLC owes your 2012
next stunt. Then I watched you opponent a reality show under the
berate your elderly father because equal time rule, because this is
he won't be able to scratch "climb- nothing more than an extensive
ing McKinley" off his bucket list. political commercial, heavy on the
And I wondered, if it's truly an hockey mom.
Finally, no matter how many
Alaskan badge of honor, why did
you wait until now to do it? As I wit- times you claim to live an average,
nessed you dramatically straddle relatable life, please understand —
that crevasse, I couldn't help but it's just not. The more you say, the
think falling in would have been a more it's not. In fact, "every time
Sarah Palin says normal'" would
wicked dose of instant karma.
Your poor dad. I can't tell what make a hell of a drinking game.
he regrets more, missing his And from now on, that's how I'll be
opportunity to climb or agreeing watching. You betcha.
to participate in this sham of a
Respond to Kate at
reality show. And your poor kids;
theimvs@bgneivs.com
they've made the ultimate sac-
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BG hockey signs four
players to national
letters of intent
By Ryan Satkowiak
Assistant Sports Editor

Tuesday afternoon the sports information department announced
the signing of four hockey players
for the 2011-12 season.
Wyatl Galley, Ryan Carpenter,
Connor Kucera and Mike Sullivan
each have sent their letter of intent
to the program.
The group consists of two defensemen, one forward and one goalie.
This season's senior class consists
of two forwards, one defenseman
and one goalie.
Even though the number of
players entering matches the
number of players leaving, coach
Chris Bergeron said they will continue to try and build on this class,
and he will look to add the type of
players that just signed.
"More than anything, I was
looking for winners," Bergeron
said. "With a change in culture,
focusing on excellence on a daily
basis, you need to get a certain
kind of person, and these kids

expect a lot of themselves."
1 don't think that next year's
recruiting class is done, 1 feel that
there is still a lot more to do, but
I'm really happy with this start
and the four guys we added."
Galley is goaltender from
Ottawa. Ontario currently
playing with the Langley
Chiefs of the British Columbia
Hockey League. He is also the
son of former BG defenseman
Garry Galley.
Last season with the Chiefs, he
recorded a goals-against average
of 3.54 and a save percent of .904.
"1 look at scholarship goaltenders
— and that's what Wyatt is replacing |in Nick Eno| — and 1 see that
he has big shoes to fill," Bergeron
said. "It's something that is going
to work itself out. the expectation
is that Galley coming in as the
scholarship goaltender is going to
be ready to fill that role [as number
two goalie]."

Back in the spotlight

DIVE: Tight end Alex Bayer dives for the end rone in last Wednesdays game against Miami

RECRUITS

Falcons play on ESPN2 for second straight week tonight against Toledo
By Paul B .i r i.. y
Sports Editor

Meet the new guys:
The first four recruits BG signed for the 2011-12 season.
Wyatt
Galley
Goalie from Ottawa,
Ontario posted a 3.54
GAA and a .904 save
percent last season.

Mike
Sullivan
Defenseman from
Toronto has 15 points
n 23 games this season
ntheOJHL
Ryan
Carpenter
Forward from Oviedo.
Fla. has nine points in
13 games this season in
theUSHL.

For the first time since the 1999 season, BG and Toledo will not renew its
rivalry in the regular-season finale.
Historically known to be the game
the day alter Thanksgiving, the two
will play tonight at 8 p.m. at the
Glass Bowl in Toledo.
The game will be the 75th meeting between the two schools, with
BG holding a 39-31-4 advantage
—winning the last three,
The Falcons won the last game
played at the Glass Bowl in 2008,
but have not won back-to-back
games at Toledo since the 1992 and
1994 seasons.
Both teams are heading in opposite directions this season, as the
Falcons are 2-8 overall and near
the bottom of the Mid-American
Conference standings, while the

Rockets are 6-4 and are currently
second behind Northern Illinois in
the MAC West.
BG coach Dave Clawson said
Wednesday that even though his
team is not howl eligible, tonight's
game against Toledo is like its
howl game.
I Ins is a great rivalry with a great
tradition, and it 'sone of those games
that you throw out the records,"
Clawson said. "This is one of those
games that 1 think in every football season, to some degree, defines
your season."
And because of the implications
of the game, Clawson does admit it
should be the last game of the season.
"1 would love for this game to be
the last game ol the season," he said.
"1 just think that's where your biggest
rival belongs. I'm a fan of having
your biggest rival be the last game of
the season."
Another difference this year is

that the game will be carried live
onESPN2.
This will be the second straight
week BG will play in front of a
national audience after last week's
24-21 loss to Miami in the midst of
heavy fog.
And for the second straight week
the Falcons will be playing an opponent that with a win will move atop
the conference standings in their
respective division.
The Rockets are led by sophomore
wide receiver Eric Page, who rankeighth in the country with 73 recep
tions and 21st in receiving yards
with 843.
He also ranks second in the MAC
in kickoff returns (27.8 avg.).
"Eric Page is one of the best receh
ers in the conference if not the conn
try," Clawson said. "He's just a great
open field player. He's just dynamic,
he plays hard and he knows how to
setup defenders."

Notes: Falcons have 'bowl game'
mentality for final two games

Connor
Kucera
Defenseman from Twin
Lakes. Ind has 20 penalty
minutes and a plus-four
rating in nine games

By Sean Shapiro
Senior Reporter

Women's cross country
finishes fall season
first meet all season with some rolling hills which was a nice change
from the flat courses we raced on
The Falcons' 2010 season wrapped the majority of the season.
According to Paulson, Autumn
up this past Saturday during the
Great Likes Regional that took Dettmann, Abby Koch, Megan
Kelsey and Tara Weiss each had
place in Rochester, Mich.
In the fik race, the Falcons would their best regional finishes.
For the second straight race
put in a strong effort and would
take 19th overall out of the 33 senior Autumn Dettmann posted
teams competing. The team win- the best time on the team. She finning the regional was Michigan ished with a time of 22:29.63, which
State. Rounding out the top five was seconds away from beating her
was Michigan, Mid-American personal best time from the MAC
Conference champions Toledo, championship of 22:28.7.
She would finish 87th overall out
Ohio State and Indiana.
"1 was happy with the improve- of the 231 runners.
Finishing in the top 100 with
ment from last year's regional meet
and a good effort across the board,"
Sec RACE t
e6
said coach Cami Paulson about the
team's performance. "This was our
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DEFLECT: 8G defensive end Darius Smith knocks down a pass last Wednesday against Miami

WOMEN'S GOLF

HOCKEY

TWITTER
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There won't be a bowl game this
year; at 2-8, any chance of that ended
when the Falcons started the season
losing seven of their first nine games.
However, that doesn't mean the
Falcons don't have anything to plav
for as they head to rival Toledo for a
national televised game on ESPN2.
"I think the last two weeks have
been our bowl game." said BG
coach Dave Clawson. "These are
two opportunities to play our biggest rivals, and two opportunities to
play on national television. We have
something to play for — but we als I
have something to play for in our last
game, because it will be our seniors'
last game here."
Unlike the past nine years, the
Falcons and Rockets will not meet
for the final game of the season,
which is traditionally the day after
Thanksgiving. This change has
already spurred debate between the

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

Falcons take on RedHawks

Falcons sign two for next season

Become a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter Follow us

BG renews its in-state rivalry with No. 6 Miami

BG women's golf head coach Stephanie Young

department on Facebook. Log on to

fot breaking news and in-game updates from your

this weekend at the BGSU ke Arena Check out

has annound the signing of two Texas student-

your account and search "BG News

favorite Falcon sports.
www.twitter.cem/b9rwwssp0rts

Friday's edtoon of The BG News for a ful preview

athletes for next year. Shelby Wilson and Patncia

of the games

Holt will be members of the team next season.

Become a Facebook fan

Sports" to become a fan.
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EA
SPORTS
VIRTUAL SHOWDOWN

\r.

The BG News did a computer-simulation of BG s season on EA Sports'
NCAA '11 video game. Before each game, we'll post the results.
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SPIKE: Noeile Spillei spikes the boll in a match against Toledo eailer this season.

This week's top performers:
Toledo - Eric Page. WR. 2 catches, 91 yards. 2 TDs
BG - Defense: 5 INTs
REAL RECORD

2-8

Falcons swept in first round
of MAC tournament

VIRTUAL RECORD

3-8

RACE

will take place in lei re 1 lante,
Ind. on Nov. 22. Ati Fischer
From Page 5
bom Toledo finished third
and Rachel Patterson from
Dettmatin was Koch with Miami (OH) finished fifth.
a time of 22:34.98. Right
Joining them in the allbehind her was senioi legion team for Great Lakes
Barbara Powers finishing in will be Ohio University run22:51.93
ner Annie Beecham who
There uric Iwo other finished Kith and Toledo
MAC schools to finish in runner limma Kerteaz, who
the top 10 olregionals with finished 19th.
Miami (OH) finishing sevOverall the season has
enth and Central Michigan brought much excitement
finishing eighth.
to those who have followed
1 he MAC tt ill have two rep- cross country this season.
resentatives in the National
"When you are competChampionship meet that ing you are always going to

strive for more, but I was
very pleased with the season
overall and the effort and
dedication the team showed
week to week," Paulson
said. "They were consistent
and working hard from the
day they arrived in August
until the season ended last
Saturday."
Everyone on the cross
country roster will be run
ning in track during the
spring. They will take two
weeks off from mandatory practice before they
start training for track after
Thanksgiving bieak.

Plato's Closet Perrysburg
144 West South Boundary
Perrysburg, Ohio 43551

By P.iul Barmy

'

What began in East Lansing,
ended in Vpsilanti. Midi.

I be BG volleyball team
ended it s 2010 season
Tuesday night as it was eliminated ill the first round of the
Mid-American Conference
Tournament, falling to fifthseeded Eastern Michigan in
three sets, 25-20, 25-15 and
2ii-2(;.
Alter Hailing throughout
the first two sets, the 12thseeded i alt Dns saved their
best fov last in a back-andforth third set that went the
distance and then some
Eastern Michigan held an
idvantage in just about every
offensive category, including

kills (46-37) and hilling per Falcons' success this season;
centage (.252-.216).
for three consecutive weeks
In their first taste of the a Hi. freshman was awarded
MAC Tournament, Falcon on of the MAC's Player of the
freshmen Paige Pernod, 1 aura Week awards
Avila and Lindsey liulterfield
While the Falcons will
provided some insight into look to move forward with
the future as to what coach iis talented slate of freshDenisc Van l)e Walle has to men, they will also say
look forward to over the next goodbye to seniors Sam Fish
three years.
and Noelle Spitler.
Pernod who set the school
Tuesday's loss drops BG's
record last week for most kills overall record to 8-23 overall,
in a season by a freshman, with five fewer wins than last
added 18against the Eagles to year's team that defeated archbring her season total to 405
rival Toledo in the firsi round
While Penrod was ending of the MAC tournament,
the play, Avila was setting
I his year's team was
it up, dishing out 34 assists, highlighted by a strong
while Kutterfield added II Freshmen class. If they
kills of her own.
continue to produce in the
Freshmen contributions future, more wins could be
played a big part in the on the horizon.

H#i USING

4I9-873-8G0D
www.platosclosettoledo.com
In Country Charm Shopping Center at South
Boundary Road and Louisiana Ave in Perrysburg
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THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK

THE BG NEWS SUOOKU

Welcome to another edition

*A

of "The BG News Picks of
the Week" Last week Paul
Barney went 5-1 to all but
seal his fate as pick em
champ Can the other three
gain any ground on him this
week?

Toledo

vs.BG
Toledo-9.5
No.90hioSt.
vs. No. 20 Iowa

PAUL BARNEY

RYAN SATKOWIAK

SEAN SHAPIRO

BECKY TENER

Sports Editor

Assistant Sports Editor

Web Editor

Managing Editor

As much as I would love to see
BG get a win against Toledo. I

Likew«halofm/picks,lmayrwthnk

just dont see it happening.

Would it be cruel if this game

Ye^FakxrelTakedwnthe

the team I pick wJwn but I have to

ended on the last play of the

Rockets RolAbnjTre week I

pektheopposte teams that Pad picks

game? Yeah, but it wouldn't

have chosen every team dosest

to catch that guy

surprise me.

toBG

Toledo 24. BG 17

BG 24. Toledo 21

Toledo 24. BG 21

BG 21. Toledo 20

Did you see that seond half Ohio
State put on last week? Besides.

Ricky Stanzi has a knack of coming

The Buckeyes need a signature

Buckeye Nation you drive me

up in tug games Northwestern was

crazy, but this time I'm cheering

Iowa lost to Northwestern

evidently not a big game to him.

win" to look attractive to the BCS.
but is beating a team that lost to

OSU 45. Iowa 20

Iowa 28, OSU 17

OSU 27. Iowa 17

OSU 34. Iowa 23

I like winnings streaks, and Virginia

The ACC wheel of destiny lands on
...Miami!

The Hokies already had their map

Hokes n a Humane doesn't

Tech has a good one gang

choke of the year, but maybe that James
Matfcon bss was ta what they needed

sound possible but I few that Tyrod
Taylor

VT 28. Miami 17

Miami 31, VT 24

5 7

No.18Vi^nuT«di
vs. No. 24 Miami

4
8 5

2
6
5
3
9

for you.

VT 27. Miami 24

Illinois

Pretty cool ths game is at Wngfey

Did you lie how Sean ttiris that
Northwestern is ranked by the AP'

I don't know if you noticed, but the

With Dan Persa out with an injjry. I
don t see how fcice doesn't win this

They're first in "others recening votes"

don t remind them their MVP and

game

tug guy Maybe in the coaches polL

llnois 20, Northwestern 21

Northwestern 21. Illinois 14

QB are out for the season).
Northwestern 25. Illinois 17

Illinois -5

I have no hope in the Wildcats!

Wildcats are in the AP top 25 (just

West Virginia

Country singer Brad Paisley is

ri case you djrjn't know Paul has been

vs.Louisvie

from West Virginia, and I love
country music.

rigging the NCAA tfe season In fad

The Kentucky Derby is in
Louisville. That's reason enough

hes behind the Cam Newton mess too

forme

7

7
4

1

Just use logic to solve

Illinois 15, Northwestern 10

-

6
2 4

SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row. column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits i to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.

VT 14. Miami 12

vs Northwestern

5
9
3

8
3

tofirrianACCafe

Virginia Tech -3

6
—

Northwestern a signature win'
Ohio State-3.5

7

hwasdose- but West Virginia
isdoser.
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Just a sketchy year for Mr Barney
West Virginia-6.5

WVU 35. Louisville 20

4ganKab

Pittsburgh-3

Louisville 17. WVU 16

WVU 40. Louisville 27

Pauls overonMencewl be hs undo-

k'skudofsadrhatcneollheseteams

ooesntrratterwholpickatlre
pen.

ingProbabVnotbutlalivayswantedto wilmostlkelyberaBGbowl

Neither one of these teams
is very good Pitt you win by

say that in content

Rawedsystem?Youbethejuclge

prcwimity

Pitt 35. South Florida 14

South Florida 35. Pitt 14

South Florida 24. Pitt 17

Pitt 3, South Florida 0

Pittsburgh ^

r
■ fi . i
vs. South Florida

i

Louisville 42. WVU 22

?*l °?"?'>'

Overall record

45-21

57-29

31-35

NOTES

on the offensive Clawson punt but not kick; who will
couldn't help but laugh in kick off against Toledo is a
From Page 5
Monday's press conference, game-time decision.
because "sometime you
Kicking it around, part 2
two teams.
have to laugh about it to
Toledo coach Tim Bcckman keep from crying."
While his career at BG
has lohbied for the game to be
The only certain thing is ended in 20(15, Shaun
moved from its traditional slot that there will be five offen- Shuisham found his way
since he's been the coach of sive lineman on the field back on to an NFL rosier
the Rockets, citing it was bad against Toledo, who that is, Tuesday afternoon.
for the student body to play a depending on multiple injuKicking for the Redskins
rivalry game when everyone ries, will work itself out.
and Cowboys during his
is on break.
"Scott Lewis is a tough kid," career, Shuisham signed with
Clawson, however, felt the Clawson said. "I believe that the Pittsburgh Steelers to
final game of the season gave some way. some how, he'll replace recently cut kicker Jeff
the rivalry more meaning and get himself ready to play. Ben Reed. It's Shuisham's second
a little extra for the players to Bojicic is a tough kid. and I stint with Pittsburgh, after
play for.
believe some how he'll be he signed with them during
Tmabigadvocate |forthat)|" ready to play. If we can get training camp in 2005 but
Clawson said. "Obviously a full game out of those two, never made the roster during
they moved it up this year we'll be fine."
the regular season.
for national television and Kicking it around
This is the third team
other reasons, but I'm a fan
Shuisham has at least pracof having your biggest rivalry
Kyle Burkhardt kicked ticed with this season, after
Iplayed] the last week of the off to start the second half having short stints with
season. And certainly you against Miami, something Cleveland and St. Louis.
look around the country and that has been Bryan Wright's
Truss returns
that's usually the case."
job all season.
According to Clawson,
Cameron Truss practiced
O-line questions
Wright's kicking foot swelled this week and will be back in
With so many injuries up where he felt he could the lineup against Toledo.

VILLAGE

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
Play Super SuOoku and Ml arias «

PRIZFSUDOKU COM
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after and pushed hard for League 1 hs previous team
right away."
was the Georgetovi n
From Page 5
Kucera is a 205 pound of the 0(HL but he was trad
defenseman from Twin ed to Markham on Nov 12.
Carpenter is a B-foot-1 for- Lakes, Ind., currently playWith the Raiders, he had
ward from Oviedo, I'la. who ing for the Des Moines linn goals and II assists 11;
is currently playing with the Buccaneers of the IISIIL 23 games, and he lias yel to
Sioux City Musketeers of the Through nine games this play ,1 game with Markham.
United States 1 lockey I .eague. season he has registered 20
Prioi in this season, he
Last season, he scored 10 penally minutes and a plus- played two seasons with
goals and registered 12 four on ice rating.
the Aiyax Attack oftheOJHL
T like his physical pies where he scored 10 goals and
assists for the Musketeers in
58 games.
ence," Bergeron said. "I think had in assists in HI games
So far this season, he has that he is going to be a guy Hi- had I" points la
three goals and six assists in who is physical for us, and with the Attack.
13 games.
1 think that there is some
"He's a guj who could
"I'd say that Carpenter was offense in his game but il weai ,1 couple different hats,
lour lop priority).'' Bergeron won't be something where because I thinl I
said. "He was a guy that we force him to go outside ol offense to him." Bergeron
when 1 got the job here in his comfort level."
said. "He's a guv that when
April. Rob Krohl, our direcSullivan is a H-foot offen- we saw him play he was
tor of hockey operations, sive defenseman from making plays all ovet the
had experience coaching Toronto, currently playing ice, both In the offensive and
him at another level, so he with the Markham Waxers defensive zones; that's what
was somebody lhal we went ol the Ontario Junior 1 lockey caught our eye the most."
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300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green
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Secure your apartment for
2011 -2012 school year
NOW RENTING
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any specials
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Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good Locations!

STOP
by our office &
pick up the
New Listings!

Available for 2011-2012
• We have Efficiencies, 1 Bedroom and J Bedroom Apartments
• In most cues, tunii^lu'd am) until mi shot I arc the same price.
• In most case, water, sewer, ami trash are iiivUiileil.
• Complete rental listini> available on-Ink' and in rental office,

WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCl I'AM i!

ECCA

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
.IN K. Wooslcr Strut.; Bowling (Jrwii. (Ill
Located Acrovs l nim iai-o IU'11.
RENTAL OFFICE (4l»i 354>22M
Hours- Monilai to Friday • 8:.MI to 531 • Saturdui - H:.<0 to ?:««
»M u |nhnni'u lovm'alestatr.com

Management Inc.
1045 N. Main St.

419-353-5800
meccabg.com
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EA SPORTS
VIRTUAL SHOWDOWN

The BG News did a computer-simulation of BG's season on EA Sports
NCAA '11 video game. Before each game, well post the results.

1

2

3

4

2110 017 48
0 7 7 7 21

"o
CO

SPIKE:'.

CD
This week's top performers:
Toledo - Eric Page, WR. 2 catches. 91 yards. 2 TDs
BG - Defense: 3 INTs
REAL RECORD

Falcons swept in first round
of MAC tournament

VIRTUAL RECORD

kills i IB 37) and hittin|
centagel 2 i2 216
In (heir tiisi taste ol the
M \i foumameni 1 alcon
freshmen Paige Penrod. I aura
,\\ ila and Mndse) Buticrfield
provided some insighi
the future .is to whal i
Denise Van De Walle hi
look forward loovei ihe nexi
three years
Penrod, who sei Ihe a
record lasl week for most kills
in a season by a freshman,
added 18 against the Eagles to
bring her season total to 40 i
While Penrod was ending
the play. Avila was setting
ii up, dishing out 34 assists
while Butterfield ail.led II
kills .il her own.
i reshmen contributions
played a lue, pan in the

By Paul Barney

2-8
RACE
From Paqe 5

Dettmann was Koch with
a lime
18 Right
behind hei was senior
Barbara Powers finishing in
Z
I hen were two other
M 'i ■< hools tn finish in
the lop iii ol ii gionals with
Miami nil Finishing seventh and Central Michigan
finishing eighth.
I he v.
two rep
resentatives in (he National
Championship meet thai

3-8

will take place in In rr I lame.
Ind. on \IA 22. An Fischei
from roledo finished ilind
and Rachel Patterson from
Miami (OH) finished fifth
loining them in the allregion icani foi Great I akes
will be Ohio University runnel Annie Beecham who
finished 13th and roledo
runnei Emma Kertesz, who
finished 19th
Overall the season has
brought much excitement
in those who have followed
i ross country this season.
"When you are competing you are always going to

strive In! ninii'. bul I was
-. <-i \ pleased with ih<
overall and the efl
dedication the learn showed
week to week. Paulson
said. I hey were i oi
ami working hard from ii«
da) the) arrived in
until the season ended lasl
Saturda)
Everyone on the i ross
country roster will be mn
ning in track during the
spring. I hey will i il
weeks oil from mandatory practice before the)
starl training Ii
I hanksgiving break.

What began in i
lanti. Mil h.
ill team
ason
elimi
Hilled
i lofthe
Mid \i icrii an I onfi rence
i fifth: ..111 III

three

i i

and

Afti
ihe fit
secde
besi I"! i.i-i in

ihroughoul
is, th 12th
wived their
a back-and
HI the
disiam e and then some
i held an
iboui every
. including

ns sun ess this season;
itive weeks
... awarded
t - Player of the
U hile ihe I ah nns will
look to move forward
il it< ol freshmen, Ihey will also s,i\
eniors Sam Fish
pitler.
lue
drops Hi ,'s
• rd to 8-23 overall,
with fi
ins than lasl
i : i. lefeatedarchrival roledo in the firsl round
burnament.
I in year's learn was
1
b) a strong
freshmen class, II ihey
i produce in ihe
future more w ins (ou 1 be
on the

FUSING

Plato's Closet Perrysburg
144 West South Boundary

^ Perrysburg, Ohio 43551
4IB-873-8BDD
www.platosclosettoledo.com
In Country Charm Shopping Center at South
Boundary Road end Louisiana Ave in Perrysburg

" tOhen Z run out of clean c/otheS, Zjust
go /io/>re and let />io/*t toash the/*i -for /*te

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 18
9:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
OLSCAMPHALL 101

V

Great Give-A-Ways ^*.w
to the first 250 Students ■
Raffle Prizes and
FREE FOOD
TO

'*M*
,*}

I ile

'Laundry -facilities. Just
■

one of t/ie /riany a/*ienitieS
you s/iould look for
ujMe.n i-entino
rONIACl INhO

ampus

BGSU
*
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THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK
Welcome to another eflitton
of'The BG News Picks of
the Week' Last week Paul
Barney went 5-1 to a'l but
seal his fate as pick em
champ Can the other three
gain any ground on him this
week7

5

ft

Toledo-9.5

Toledo 24. BG 17

8

RYAN SATKOWIAK

SEAN SHAPIRO

BECKY TENER

Assistant Sports Editor

Web Editor

Managing Eftl t

bke with al of my ptks. I may not thr*
the team I pick wlwii but I have to
pick the opposite teams that ftd picks
to catch that guy
BG 24. Toledo 21

Did you see that seond half Ohio R<ky Stanzi las a knack ol conimg
State put on last week' Besides
up in big games. Northwestern was
Iowa lost to Ncflhwestem
evidently not a big game to him.

No. 9 Ohio St.
vs. No. 20 Iowa
Ohio Slat" 5 5

OSU 45. Iowa 20

lowa28.0SU17

No. 18 Virginia Ted. I hke wmngs stiejks. and VVginia
vs. No. 24 Miami Tech has a good one going.

The ACC wheel oldestmy lands on
Miami!

vs Northwestern
Illinois -5

West Virginia
vs.Louisvie
West Virginia-6 5

Buckeye Nation you dr.ve me
crazy, bur this lime lm cheering
for you.

Hokes in a Hurricane cbesni
sound possble but I love that Tyrod
Tayta

Did you Ike how Sean thrics that
Northwestern is ranked by the AP'
Theyre frst in "others recer.
big guy Maybe in the oar: I
Northwestern 21. Illinois 14

Wildcats are in the AP rop 25 (just
don't rem iQB are oi'i I I
Northwestern 25. Illinois 17

Country singer B'ad Paisley is
from West Virginia, and I love
country music

In case you ckdn t know Paul has been
rqging the NCAA thrs season In fact
hes behnd the Cam Newton mess too
.kistasketchyyearlciM' Baney
Louisville 42. WVU 22

'■

Louisville 17. WVU 16

WVU 40. Louisville 27
Neither one of the
is very good Pitt you MI by
prenrity

South Florida 55. Pitt 14

Pitt 5. South Florida 0

kick oil against [bledo is a

RECRUITS

From Page 5

Monday's press conference.

game-time decision.

From Page 5

two teams.

because "sometime you
have in laugh about it to

Kicking it around, part 2

I he only certain thing is

ended

in

his

the Pittsburgh Steelers to
replace recently cut kicker lefl

Bojicic is a lough kid. and I

stint with Pittsburgh, alter

believe some how he'll he

he signed with them during

ready to play. II we can gel
a full game out of those two.

training camp in 2005 but

We'll be line."

the regular sea son

Reed It's Shuisham's second

never made the roster during
the

thiul

M

E

N

who is physical lm us. and

"id say thai Carpenter was
lour top priority:. Bergeron
said. "He was ,1 guy 1 li.u

offense in Ins game bin 11
won't be something ivl

when 1 got the job here in
April. Hob Krohl, our direc-

his comfort level."

tor of hockey operations,

sue

with

Truss returns

Clawson.

Cameron Iruss practiced

Wright's kicking foot swelled

this week and will be back in

up where he fell he could

the lineup against foledo.

fQiiiniwnima

fttlIMM

■

"He's 1
■

'

we Ion e him to go outside 11I
Sullivan is a li lout offen
defenseman

we savs

from

of the Ontario Junior Hockey

stints

■

He had I

I think thai there is some

was somebody that we went

short

VILLAGE
I

three goals and six assists in
kl games

loronto. currently playing

Cleveland and St Louis,

R

thai he is going in be .1 guy

with the Markham Waxers

having

A

So lar this season, he has

him at another level, so he

against Miami, something
that has been Bryan Wright's

With so many injuries

leant

:

I like his physical pres

had experience coaching

off to start the second half

to

With l:

rhrough nine games ibis

Shuisham has al leasi prac-

season. And certainly you

According

ed In \!,!

defenseman
from
[Win
lakes, lm!.. 1 urrentl) pla)

Carpenter is ,1 6-foot-l for-

ticed with this season, alter

[played] the last week of the

0 line questions

was the!

Kucera is a 205 pound

cm e," Bergeron said, I think

during

play for.

job all season.

right aw,is '

Ml games

Cowboys

career. Shuisham signed with

a little extra for the players to

look around the country and
that's usually the case.''

alter and pushed haul foi

linn mi uerating

kicking lm the Redskins

simie way, some how, he'll
got himself ready to play, lien

kicked

SUDOKU

goals and registered 1-'
assists lm tin' Musketeers in

rostei

trie rivalry mote meaning and

Hurkhardt

I 1
V £

Print

ries, will «ink itself out,

Kyle

9

played

rivalry name when everyone
is on break.
Clawson, however, fell the
final game of the season gave

of having your biggest rivalry

L

Z

penalty minutes and a plus

depending on multiple inju-

other reasons, but I'm a fan

S

I ,isi season, he scored 10

for the student body to play a

is

6 8

season he has registered 20

Tuesday afternoon,

This

f

Just use logic to solve

Sioux City Musketeers of the
United suites 1 ii ickey 1 .eague.

against luledo. who that is,

Kicking it around

Z

9 I
8 9
f 5

L

is currently playing with the

the Rockets, citing it was bad

for national television and

S

•±*

t
f

Shaun

2(1(15,

back on to an Ml

Clawson said. "Obviously
they moved it up this year

6

found bis way

sive lineman on the field

'Itaabigadvocate(forthat)r

8

L

ing for (he Des Moines
Buccaneers of the IISIII.

Shuisham

clawson said. "I believe that

Z

I

ward hum Oviedo, I la. who

thai there will be live offen-

and

9

at BG

moved from Its traditional slm
since he's been the coach ol

"Scott I ewis i~ a lough kid."

4

3432

punt but not kick; who will

has lobbied for the game lobe

1

MM

couldn't help hut laugh in

While his cartel

7

Play Super Sudohu
----— 3n
»"*•
^nui
p;
w.n UIU

on the offensive Clawson

keep from crying."

4

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

NOTES
Toledbcoach I im Beckman

9

Illinois 15. Northwestern 10

3135

2

SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.

Itwascbse- oj!VU*stV«tjinia
is closer

37-29

7

6

3

VT 14. Miami 12

The Kentucky Derby is in
Louisville. Thai's reason enough
forme

South Florida 24. Pitt 17

5

5

I have no hope

■'.-■'

3

8

2
6

,

Pauls rwronfcJencewi be his undo It's land of v«i that oneof these teams
rrjProbab^notbutlawayswantedto wilmostlkeVbeinabX
say that ncontrai
fWdsy,tiin'Ycubethe|udae.

45-21

Overall record

'..'■.. \

OSU J4. Iowa 2?

Pn>tty cool this game is at Wngley
With Dan Persa out with an injury I
obn't see how llinois doesnt win this
mm
llinois 20. Northwestern 21

Pitt 53. South Florida 14

.

toBG
BG 21. Toledo 20

Miami 31. VT 24

''"^qamwabo*500.« roaly
pckairj
ckiesntnutrerwholrxkatrhs

Pittsburgh -3

The Buckeyes need a signature
win' to look attractive to the BCS.
but is beating a team thai
Northwestern a SKJ: '
OSU 27. Iowa 17

.

9

4

Yeah Falcons! lake down the
Rockets. RolAbrtjTHsweekl

VT 28. Miami 17

WVU 55. Louisville 20

Pittsburgh
..
vs. South Florida

5
3

Would it be cruel if this game
ended on the last play of the
game' Yeah, but it wouldn't
surprise me
Toledo 24. BG 21

TheHotosakeadylafthefniapr
oScfcoftheyear.burnaybethatJames
Marfcon bss was just what they needed
toWanACCttfe
VT 27, Miami 24

Virginia Tech -3

Illinois

6

^

As much as I would love to sw
BG get a win against Toledo. I
lust don t see it happening

vs.BG

7

!»**}

PAUL BARNEY
Sports Editor

Toledo

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU
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• Reduced Rate in
November 2010 •
■ Apartments Available •
Semester I .cases ■
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, Minutes from BGSU *
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WINTER TIRE SPECIALS
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MM

IHE LOWEST OUT THE DOOR IlRt STORE

• Pet friendly community •

OIL CHANGE

II Radiator Rush ||

m

fift

1(191

• Heat included

™™saii/ro stmt anas

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
Located ;it
;|oo Napoleon Koad
in Bowling Green

t=r

419-352-6335

Secure your apartment for
2011 -2012 school year
NOW RENTING
Check website for
any specials

ECCA
Management Inc.
1045 N. Main St.

419-353-5800
meccabg.com
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Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Great Selection of
Houses £ Apartments
in Good Locations!
Available for 2011-2012

STOP
by our office &
pick up the
New Listings!

•
•
•
•

We have Efficiencies, I Bedroom ami H
In mosi caws, luniished and unfumish
In most cases, water, tcwer, and trash
I
( omplcte ri'iiial li*.inic available on li ic ami in n 11

WE HAVE UNITS READY K)R IMMUll Ml (X (I PA.V ^ I

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
.<!■» E. WlHlslir Strut. Bowling (.run. (Ill
I 1n.1i, il Ai'riiss I'rum lain Hill.
RKNTAL OFFICE (4191JS4-2260
llnurs- MIIIIII.II In Frida) • Xi.'ll lii 5:.<l> • Satunlni - S:.'(l I,, ?:IHI
UMU.jllhlintMlllM'riMll'Slnlt'.tlllll
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FALCON HOCKEY 2010
Chris
Bergeron
Head Coach

#17
James
Mclntosh
F
8*1" 188 *t
Holland Landing, ON

#11

I

«*|

Wade
Finegan

[A

F
s'8" IBO m

*•
Wp*.

Itrtnto, ON
Senior

Junior

GO
■ALCONS!
353-7732
530 E. Wooster Street
www.sbxgofalcons.com

^m

^^H|

EL *—-*■ aVj
Pv

i/m

■ ^*—"" m
IH

-A

flH

Go Falcon
Hockey!

AL-MAR
1010 N. Main St
419-352-4637

2057 Napoleon Road
Bowling Green, OH 43402
(419) 353-3300

Walmart*
Save money. Live better.

131 West Gypsy Lane
(419)352-3776
Open 24 Hours

—

#13
Nathan
Pageau
F
511" 170 to
Stoney Creek, QC
Sophomor*

GO
FALCONS!
ITHEwwwJignews.com
NEWS

#15

#5

Andrew
Krelove
■

David
Solway

*'""

'"" wB

F

■"Sa* 'g

511" 184 Ml
Thunder Bay; ON
Senior

5'10" 180*1
Green Bay, Wl
teator

It -- if

GOOD LUCK
FALCONS!
tBGSUI dk

Ik

IHE BOWEN-THOMPSON STUDENT UNION

\>

353-7732
530 E. Wooster Street
www. sbxgo falcons. com

419.353.5100
706 Napoleon Rd
text BOWLING to 47464

bgstudenthousing.com

f
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DINING

also considering new restaurants to open in the reconstructed Commons Dining
Centex. Although a final decision has not yet been made,
Dining Services is considering
Pinkberry Frozen Yogurt as
one of the services that could
be available when the new
Commons opens.
Pinkberry Frozen Yogurt is
a restaurant that opened five
years ago in New York and
Los Angeles, according to the
Pinkberry website.
The University currently
has a contract with Chartwells,
the company through which
Dining Services obtains the
rights to franchise names
such as Dunkin' Donuts and
Pinkberry, Paulus said.
And just as the McDonald
and Commons Dining Centers
will be getting an upgrade, The
Falcon's Nest may also see
some changes in another year.
Wendy's may be replaced
with another franchise after

its contract runs out next year,
Zachrich said. Wendy s has a
contract with the University
separate from the Dining
Services and Chartwells.
"Nothing is set in stone
yet," Zachrich said. "But we
are looking at other chains
and always trying to keep the
Union updated."
Also, the new McDonald
Dining Center was originally
going to include an area where
students could try out possible new food choices that
would then become available
in the Union. Founders and
the Sundial at Kreischer. Space
limitations will prevent a permanent experimental fooil
area from being established in
the McDonald Dining GentK
but Dining Services will continue to experiment with
options in other dining halls.
"We are doing a lot of things
right now." Paulus said "We're
exploring all viable c >pt ions for
each location."

bers were warned by textmessagealertsandonlineand
From
phone messages to stay clear
of the buildings until 5 p.m.
evacuated for a routine fire The buildings would remain
drill. Many left purses, coats closed at least until that time,
and car keys in their offices with their regular classes and
and were stuck waiting for other activities canceled, said
hours in the cold rain.
Vernon Baisden, the univerArt history professor sity's director of public safety.
E. Okechukwu Odita was Baisden could not specify
stranded because his car was how many students were
parked behind police tape.
affected by the evacuations.
"I appreciate what they are
All other classes and
doing. We don't want the functions on campus will
whole place to blow up," Odita continue as scheduled.
said, as he waited on a bench Baisden said.
near the labs.
The
Columbus
Fire
Some students standing Department bomb squad,
outside the labs joked that the school security and FBI were
threat may have been called at the scene.
in by someone who just wantBesides the library, which
ed to miss an exam.
is along the campus green
Students and faculty mem- area called The Oval, build-

ings closed were McPhefSOn
Chemical Lab, which houses
the chemistry and astronomy departments: Smith
Laboratory, which houses
engineering experiments
and anthropology; and Scott
laboratory, a mechanical
engineering building.
The bomb threats marked
the second time in less than a
week that a criminal investigation disrupted activities at

From Page 1
"There really isn't a doughnut-style shop on this side of
town," Zachrich said. "We
kind of wanted to get more
community members coming
in to buy stuff."
The Toledo Dunkin' Donuts
is currently the closest location
to campus.
At first, Dining Services also
considered adding a drivethru to the new McDonald
dining center to encourage
people outside of the college
to purchase food. Instead, 10minute parking will be available to people visiting from
off campus.
"It's a prime reality location,"
l'aulus said. "I tried to get a
drive-thru, but because of the
space available the University
said we couldn't do it."
In addition to Dunkin'
Donuts, Dining Services is

THREAT

MISSING
From Page I
IWi" know they are alive"
and we will find them eventually," Thompson said
in an interview with CBS'
"The liarly Show." expressing hope that the three are
tied up somewhere and will
soon free themselves and
resurface.
Hoffman was sitting
nearby last week when
police recovered the missing family's truck in central
Ohio, Barber said.
His mother and stepfather live less than a mile
away from Herrmann's
home in a lakeside community about 40 miles north
of Columbus. Hoffman last
lived there two years ago,

his mother said.
Thompson said he did not
know Hoffman and had no
idea how he became connected with" his daughter
and Herrmann.
"I don't think either one
of the girls would have
been really talking with
him or just hanging out
with him," Thompson said
on NBC's "Today."
Hoffman was sentenced
to eight years in prison in
Colorado in 2001 for arson
and other charges.
The Steamboat Pilot &
Today of Steamboat Springs.
Colo., reported Tuesday
that he pleaded guilty to
setting a fire to cover up
a burglary he had committed the day before at a
town house where he had
installed some plumbing

an Ohio college campus,
Students at Kenyon College,
about 60 miles north of
Columbus, were subjected to
a nearly nine-hour lockdown
from Thursday night into
Friday morning after a truck
belonging to a woman who
disappeared along with her
two children and a female
friend was found nearby.

fixtures. The fire destroyed
two town houses, damaged
eight others and forced the
evacuation of Hi people.
"I just want to say that ldid
have concern for the people
in the condos," Hoffman
said at his sentencing,
according to the newspaper.
"Now that I think back about
it. I would not have done it."
Authorities
allowed
Hoffman to move to Ohio in
2007 after he was released
on parole, which ended
about a month ago. lie had
paid about $4,800 toward
$2.06 million in restitution. Colorado court system
spokesman Ion Sarche said.
Knox County Prosecutor
John Thatcher referred to
the Colorado case when
arguing for the $1 million
bond.

Personal,
Expert Care.
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The Daily Crossword Fix
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Mign-tech debut of 1981
Grammy winner Jones
Bridge opening
"Fuggedar/.
1980s-'90s slugger Fielder
••Wnaziat?"
Seme sight
Longtime ice cream
cake brand
9 Clapton title woman
10 Wet one's whistle
11 Johns, to Elton
12 Top
13 Male swans
40 Disconcerting glance
19"Too-Ra-Loo-RaLoo-_": Irish lullaby 43 Hand-holding events
21 Hardly distinguished 47 Parcels ojt
24 Nostalgic song
49Rec/.
title word
25 Godiva product
■ence
52 A pad helps protect It
29 Tjnnel entrance
Olson's
53 Elizabeth Is beloved
30 Gumbo ingredient
54 Mild explet.ves
31 Chop
55 Brown ermine
56 "Get real!"
32 Mars and Venus
waning
. :rea
"hairy" in Hebrew
diamond." "
.'-sac
song "Copacabana"
58 ABM compc
to Oslo
61 Scary c
: market
62 Grammy-winning Or.
improve

ACROSS
1 A party to
5 Quite tie fashion plate
9 Spring bloomer
14 His epitaph reads And
the beat goes on"
15 Faulkner femme fatale Varne'
16 BP merger partnei
17 TV role tor Bamboo Harvester
18 Pie Hop?
20 Italian deli sandwich
22 Travelers' burdens
23 Pie taste-test site?
26 X, at times
27 www bookmark
28 Film directors headaches
32 Luther's lang.
34 Fi'st Amendment lobbying gp
36 Numbers game
38 Buckeyes' home: Abbr.
39 Pie to-do?
41 Post- opposite
42 One in distress?
44 Slug or song ending
45 Loft material

The BG News
Classified Ads

ANSWERS
46 Apartment manager, familiarly

I

47 Quaff for Andy Capp
48 Curling setting
50 Pie charts'
e auditory and
optic nerves, e.g.
59 Aspen topper
60 Pie patter1
63 Prohibited thing
64 Davs of Hanukkah, e.g.
65 Flag
66 First name m Olympics
gymnastics
67 Like beer halls, usually
68 Eyewear. in ads
69 Raid taroet

isidlni J|IS i on
1:30
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Help Wanted

Kin MXIMl 0

■&aveteran

i iheh
■tin

II»'II(,\LV

M *********

DM round to ho dob

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING' up to 5300/day
No exp necessary, training provided, call 800-965-6520 x174
EarnS1000-S3200/mo,
to drive our cars with ads
Initial fee required
www. AdCar D ri ve r. com
Lunch/Dinner Wait staff needed
Contact Key at 419-874-7079
26530 Dixie Hwy. Perrysburg

O!

For Rent
1 2&4BR. 300 E Merry St
rooms low as $l99/mo.avail NOW
see CartyRentals com
All next to campus.
419-353-0325 9-9

419-372-6977
rhtBONo*
i
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Immediate Direct Care
Openings in Perrysburg.
BG & Portage!
For (hose who love to interact
with people, demonstrate their
creativity and deal with something
fresh, different and uhallengmy
every day, this is the job for you'
Wood Lane Residential Services,
Inc is hiring full time, part-time &
subs for all positions lo assist
adults with developmental disabilities with daily living skills in a
group home setting. S9-$t3.18/hr
based on exp. Positions require
High School Diploma or GED &
valid drivers license and acceptable driving record (for driving
positions only) & pre-employment
background screening
Obtain application from WLRS.
545 Pearl St, Bowling Green.
Mon-Fn, 800am-4OOpm
Or download an application at
www.woodlaneresidential.org.
EOE

2BR apt for sub-lease close to
campus, turn S420/mo ♦ gas/elec
Email shamme-'M'bgsu edu
311 Ridge ■ 3 BR house,
i all 2011.
|
Ca" 419-352-588?
\
Highland Management
Now leasing for 2011-2012 s.y
I & 2 bedroom apartments.
Calf 419-354-6036. M-F
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2, M-F
www BG Apartments com
Spacious 2 & 3 BR apts starting
at $49S/mo, 12 mo leases only'
Call BG Estates at 419-352-5987
1 & 2BR apt, Free Heat & Water'
S99 deposit special1
Pet Friendly' 419-353-7715
www varsity squareapts com

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
Many for 4-6 people

WOOD COUNTY WOMEN'S CARE

'11-'12 May/Aug.
Leases Now Available
Coll 419-352-6064,
wmKfiroboseKntals.com,
or BGViews.com for
current listing

Megan E. Porter, D.O.
Obstetrics/Gynecology

Call TODAY!
FROBOSERENTALS

An Ohio native, Dr. Porter is a

500 Lehman Ave. BG

graduate of Ohio University
College of Osteopathic Medicine.
She completed her residency at
O'Bleness Memorial Hospital in
Athens, Ohio. Dr. Porter will
provide the full scope of
gynecologic and obstetric care
for adolescents through

Close to BGSU
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
Central Air & Heat
No Pets

MECCA
MaiianiiiHiit Inc.

• Washer & Dryers
(,n 2 WOrooms)
• Sprinkler Systems
■ Off Street Parking

419 353-5800
1045 N. Main St
Bowling Green. OH 43402

Ian Leggat, M.D.

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!

Megan E. Porter, D.O.
Marcia Amstutz, RNC, MSN
Certified Nurse Practitioner
Teresa Betts-Cobau, CNP, CNM
Certified Nurse Practitioner

postmenopausal women. She
and her husband are pleased to
be settling in Bowling Green.

•
•
■
■
■

VVo odCo'^1

To schedule an appointment, call

419.352.8427
Accepting new patients. Now offering
Monday extended hours until 7 p.m.
755 HASKINS ROAD • BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402 • 419.352.8427

BEST SELECTION OF 2,3,4,5 AND 6 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2011
Amenities included in many of our houses:
-

Furnished or unfurnished
Washer and Dryer
Garbage disposal, dishwasher
Large yards
1 and 2 car garages
Pull basements
Most homes are NEW or REMODELED

-

Air conditioning
Gas log fireplaces
1-2 blocks from campus
May or August leases available
Microwaves
Walk in closets

3-6 People allowed depending on location
CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com

GREFNBRIAIt. INC
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OR A Wii @ THE BGSU HOUSING FAIR, NOV 18
OLSCAMP HALL #101 FROM 9:30AM-1:30PM

spaces going fast for fall 2011 • resort-style amenities • private bedrooms • individual leases

HtaHPapiMk
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ENCLAVE
£ £\ Hi AN AMERICAN CAMPUS COMMUNfTY

APPLY ONLINE @ BGSTUDENTHOUSING.COM
419.353.5100 | 706 NAPOLEON RD
Facebook.com/TheEnclaveApts I f

*
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2010-11 season schedules
ll/6/10Adrtan(Exh.) W51-36
H/12/10atHoward,WashingtonD.C. L54-52
Ohio Dominican N/A
11/18/10 at Michigan, 7 p.m. (Legends Classic)
11 /22/10 Duqneane, 7 p.m.
Legends Classic (In Detroit)
11/26/lOvs. Niagara5p.m. (Legends Classic)
1/27/10 at Detroit 7 p.m. (Legends Classic)
11/28/10 vs. Albany 3 p.m. (Legends Classic)
12/4/10 at Michigan State 1:30 p.m.
12/8/10 Western Kentucky 7 p.m.
12/12/10 Florida International 2 p.m.
12/18/10 at Wisconsin-Milwaukee 7 p.m.
12/22/10 Manhattan 7 p.m.
12/30/10 Texas San Antonio 7 p.m.
l/l/llatSt.Louis8p.m.
1/8/11 at Buffalo 7 p.m.'
l/H/llatKentState7p.m.*
1 /16/11 Miami (OH) (Throwback Game) 2 p.m. *
1/19/11 Ohlo7pm •
1/22/llat Akron 7:30 p.m.' (Sports Time Ohio)
1/25/11 at Toledo 7:30 p.m. * (STO)
1 /29/11 Eastern Michigan 3 p.m. * (Coaches vs. Cancer)
2/2/11 at Northern Illinois 7 p.m. *
2/5/11 Western Michigan 5 p.m.'
2/9/11 Ball State7p.m.'
2/12/11 at Cent...! Michig m 6:30 p.m.'
2/15/11 Akron
in. •
2/19/11 at ESI" racketl
RTSTBA
2/23/11 at Ohi
2/26/11 at Mia
II
-T2p.i.
3/1/11 Kent St...i- (Senior .vight) (STO) 7:30 p.m.'
3/4-5/11 Buffalo (All-Anderson Recognition) TBA •
Bold: Denotes home game at Anderson Arena/BGSU Ice
Arena
"Denotes Mid-American Conference game/Central
Collegiate Hockey Association game

II. i'lnHndlayilxhi W88-41
11/12/10 at Evansville L 63-62
11/15/10 Cretghton N/A
11/17/10 Voungstown State N/A
11/20/10 Oakland 2 p.m.
11/24/10 Detroit 7 p.m.
Seattle University Tournament
11 /26/10 vs. UA-Little Rock 6 p.m. PT
11/27/10 vs. Montana State/Seattle 6/8 p.m. PT
12/l/10Vanderbilt7p.m.
12/4/10 Cal State Fullerton 1 p.m.
12/9/10 at Western Kentucky 7 p.m. CT
12/11/10 at Austin Peay 5:15 pmCT
12/21/10Canlslus7p.m.
12/29/10 at Butler 7 p.m.
1/5/11 at Ohio 7 p.m.*
1/8/11 Miami (OH)2 p.m.'
1/12/11 Akron 7 p.m.*
1/15/11 at Kent State 2 p.m."
1/18/11 at Buffalo 7 p.m."
1/22/11 Central Michigan (STO) Noon *
1/26/11 Toledo 7 p.m.*
1/29/11 at Western Michigan 2 p.m.*
2/1/11 at Northern Illinois 7 p.m. CT *
2/5/11 Ball State 2 p.m.'
2/12/11 at Eastern Michigan 2 p.m.'
2/16/11 Ohio 7 p.m '
2/19/11 at Miami (OH)2pjn.'
2/22/11 at Akron 7 p.m.'
2/26/11 Kent State (STO) Noon'
3/2/11 Buffalo 7 p.m.'

10/3/10Wltfrld-Laurler(Exh.) W4-3
10/8/10Michigan' L4-1
10/9/10Michigan' L4-2
10/15/10atClarkson L4-0
10/16/10atClarkson L4-0
III 22 10Alabama Huntsvllk- w5-1 or
10/23/10 Alabama Huntsvllle W 4-2
10/29/11 atAlaska* L4-1
10/30/10 at Alaska* L4-1
11/5/10 Notre Dame' W3-2
II '6 H Notre Dame- L6-3
11/12/10 at Northern Michigan* W2-1
11/13/lOatNorthernMichigan* L5-1
11/19/10 Miami (OH) 7:05 p.m. *
11 /20/10 Miami (OH) 7:05 p.m. *
RPI Tournament (Troy N.Y.)
11 /26/10 vs. Alabama I Iuntsville 4 p.m.
11 /27/10 vs. RPI/UConn 4/7 p.m.
12/3/10 at Lake Superior 7:05 p.m. *
12/4/10 at Lake Superior 7:05 p.m. *
12/10/10 Ohio State 7:05 p in *
12/11/10 Ohio State 7:05 pin. *
UConn Tournament (Storrs, Conn.)
12/29/10 vs. Princeton 4:05 p.m.
12/30/10 vs. Uconn/Holy Cross 4:05/7:15 p.m.
1/7/11 Ferris State 7:05 p.m.*
1 '8/11 Ferris State 7:05 p.m. *
1(14/11 at Miami (Oil) TBA*
1/15/11 at Miami (OH) TBA*
1/28/11 Lake Superior 7:05 p.m.'
1/29/11 Lake Superior 7:05 p.m.'
2/4/11 at Western Michigan 7:35 p.m. ■
2/5/11 at Western Michigan 7:35 p.m.'
2/11/11 at Notre Dame 7:35 p.m.'
2/12/11 at Notre Dame 7:35 p.m.*
2/18/11 Northern Michigan 7:05 p.m. *
2/19/11 Norther Michigan (Senior Night) 7:05 p.m.'
2/25/11 at Michigan State TBA *
2/26/11 at Michigan State TBA*
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Orr seeking productivity from
team, not just upperclassmen
By Paul Barmy
Sports Editor

8G NEWS FIE PHOTO

EYES AHEAD: Jordon Crawford played the most minutes of arty BG freshman last season

They can be looked upon as the
'Big Three' of the BG men's basketball team.
They have the most experience
on this year's roster.
They won a Mid-American
Conference regular season championship together.
And last year, one led the Falcons
in assists per game, one in points
per game and the other in threepoint shooting percentage.
For senior )oe Jakubowski and
juniors Scott Thomas and Dee
Brown, a lot of the team's success
will be riding on them.
"1 want them to lead in their experience,'' said BG coach l-ouis Orr.
"They've been through the rigors
of a year, they know how to handle

playing on the road, they know
how to win on the road, they know
how to bounce back and they know
how to stay on the grind."
Jakubowski, Thomasand Brown
are likely to start every game in
2010-11 and create most of the
offense, but Orr knows it isn't just
about them and that it's more of
finding success as a team.
"By no means do I expect those
guys to do it all by themselves."
Orr said. "As far as our talent goes,
we need everybody. We have
some talented guys that don't
have experience and they need
to play."
Eight players saw the floor during the Falcons' season-opener at
Howard - including sophomore
Danny McElroy and freshman
Cameron Black - who combined
for 16 points and 17 rebounds in

BGNtWS Fill PHOTO

BALL MOVEMENT: Luke Klaus played in 17 games off the bench as a freshman in 2009-10.

SENIOR: Joe Jakubowski returns as the only senior from last year's roster.

•47 minutes.
McElroy appeared in 22
games last season and was second among freshmen with 165
minutes played.
Black, who played 23 minutes
and scored five points in BG's
scrimmage against Adrian earlier this month, played 24 minutes and scored 10 points in the
season-opener.
With upperclassmen Jakubowski,
Thomas and Brown setting the
tone, Orr realizes he has a group of
talented underclassmen that will
be just as crucial to the success of
this season.
"1 won't just put the burden on
IJoe, Scott and Dee|," Orr said. "It
has to be spread, whether they
have experience or not. We have
to be team oriented in terms of
our productivity."

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM
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Hennegan making
most of time in post,
despite pressure
By Paul Barmy
Sports Editor

FREE THROWS: Maggie Hennegan takes a shot from the charity stripe at the MAC Tournament last March

Senior Maggie Hennegan is gelling her first true taste of basketball with the Falcons.
And right away, she has been put
in a challenging position.
After coming off the bench in 26
of the 34 games she played in last
season, Hennegan is coming off
the bench in a different way this
season - as a starter.
In her first year with the Falcons
last season, Hennegan played
behind Tara Breske who. as
a senior, ended her career with
916 points, 561 rebounds and 104
blocked shots - ranking third in
BG history.
Breske was also named the
teams Power Flayer of the Year for
the third consecutive year.
With Breske gone, Hennegan
will look to fill the void left by the
three-year starter.
"Probably the player with the
most pressure on her is Maggie
because she replaces Tara, who
was a staple for what we've done
for years," said BG coach Curt
Miller. "| Maggie] has some big
shoes to fill."
And in her first two games
this season, Hennegan has not
disappointed.
In the Falcons' scrimmage
against Findlay Nov. 3, Hennegan
scored 13 points on 6-of-9 shooting, grabbed six rebounds and
recorded two blocks in 17 minutes
in an 88-41 win.
What did she do for an encore?
In a losing effort at Evansville
in BG's season-opener, the senior
finished with a double-double,
scoring 12 points on 6-of-10 from
the floor while hauling in 10
rebounds.

"Probably the player
with the most pressure
on her is Maggie
because she replaces
Tara, who was a staple
for what we've done
for years. [Maggie] has
some big shoes to fill."
Curt Miller | BG coach
Miller said last week the team
has to have some productivity out
of its post.
"We have a lot of different ways
we can go in the post, but just
because you have a lot of bodies and a lot of options doesn't
mean you're being productive,"
Miller said. "So we have to have
some productivity out of the post
throughout the year.
If Hennegan continues to play
the way she has been, the productivity will come.
And ultimately, I lennegan's performance doesn't come as a surprise to her teammates.
Last year, before ever playing a game for BG, Hennegan
was voted a tri-captain by her
teammates.
She also earned the team's
Falcon Award at the end of the
year, given to the person who
represents qualities such as dedication, commitment, effort and
being the ultimate team player.
Her presence last season made
such an impact on the team that
they once again named her a cocaptain in 2010-11.
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LOUIS
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BGSU
Men's Basketball
#2
ANTHONY
HENDERSON
Guard
6'1"
Toledo, OH
Freshman

AL-MAR^W
419 352-4637 1010 N Man St

Go Falcons Basketball!

www.sbxtjofalcori:.

#4
WILEY
ROBERTS
Guard
57"
Inkster, Ml
Senior

Findlay, OH
Sophomore

Ciunmni^/iii
inn better.
hnttnv
Save money. ILive

131 West Gypsy lane
(419)352-3776
Open 24 Hours

HAVE A
GREAT
SEASON!

Guard
67."
Rossford, OH
Senior

Foward

www.sbxgofalcons.com

419-353-7732
530 East Wooster St.

6'2"

#10
SCOTT
THOMAS

419-353-7732
530 East Wooster St

Go Falcons!

Guard

#14
JOE
JAKUBOWSKI

Go
Falcons!

Head Coach

#3
LUKE
KRAUS

Walmart ^!c

1

67"
Ashley, OH
Junior

Qvver 1$eech wm
2057 Napoleon Rd
419-353-3300
www.copperbeechtownhomes.com

#44
MIKE
DABNEY
Forward/Center

6'8"
Detroit, Ml
Senior

GOOD LUCK
bi ° store
FALCONS'Do
@ THE BOWENTHOMPSON STUDENT UNION
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CURT
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BGSU
Women's Basketball

Real Estate, INC.

(419)354-2260
319 E. Wooster St. Bowling Green, OH
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

#14
JESSICA
SLAGLE

#20
ALLISON
PAPENFUSS

Guard

Forward

5'9"

6'0"

I4WJ52 377S
IMI

I

NEWLOVE

419-353-7732
530 East Wooster St.

WlMHWll

419-353-7732
East Wooster St.

MJ0HN

Go
Falcons! SBX

Save
money. Live
Live better.
better.
Save money.

Falcons!

Forward
6'0"
Cincinnati, OH
Senior

Guard/Forward
5'11"
Plain City, OH
Senior

Walmart^C

I

#4
MAGGIE
HENNEGAN

#2
LAUREN
PROCHASKA

Sydney, OH
Junior

Head Coach

Whitehouse,OH
Sophomore

#44
KELLY
ZUERCHER
Center
6'1"
Orrville, OH
Senior
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419 352-4637 1010 N Man St

iGo Falcons Basketball!!

HAVE A GREAT SEASON!
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#21
CHRISSY
STEFFEN

#15
CHELSEA
ALBERT

Guard
6'0"
Carmel.lN
Sophomore

Center
6'2"
Brighton, Ml
Senior
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Miller plans to use system of seven starters
By Paul Banwy
Sports Editoi

BG women's basketball coach Curl
Miller said last week there are
seven starters on this year's team.
Only five are allowed to be on
the floor at a time, however.
While seniors Lauren Prochaska,
Tracy Pontius, Maggie I lennegan
and Jen Uhl are projected to start
every game, the fifth spot in the
rotation could change on any
given night.
Sophomores Chrissy Steffen and
Danielle Havel, along with junior
Jessica Slagle, are all competing
for the final starting spot, but all
three are likely to see the floor a lot

this season.
"1 talked to Chrissy, Danielle
and Jess before the IFindlay]
game because I felt all of them
could earn or be considered starters, and I wanted them to know
that's what 1 thought of them,"
Miller said. "It doesn't matter who starts in the backcourt
alongside Tracy and Lauren, we
believe we're deep in those positions and they're all going to get
their opportunities."
Steffen got the start in BG's exhibition win against Findlay Nov.
3, scoring nine points on 4-of-8
shooting while recording a gamehigh four steals in 25 minutes.
Havel, who sat out hist season

CONCENTRATION: Chrissy Steffen shoots free throws during the MAC Tournament last season.

after transferring from DePaul,
played 18 minutes, finishing with
eight points and four rebounds.
Slagle, who is the only junior
on the team, had two points and
a steal in four minutes, but was
limited due to foul trouble.
Miller is going to take it game
by game as far as who starts
alongside Prochaska and Pontius,
but for the two that don't start,
they will be just as crucial as the
season progresses.
"The starter might not be the one
in the game at crunch time and
the other might be the star of the
game, but those (hat don't start
are going to be very important to
us and 1 think it shows the depth

"I talked to Chrissy, Danielle and Jess before the
[Findlay] game because I felt all of them could
earn or be considered starters, and I wanted
them to know that's what I thought of them."
Curt Miller I Coach

that we have," Miller said. "One of
the luxuries of this team hopefully
will be our depth as we continue to
improve and get better."
And depth is a good thing when
players continue to grow and
develop throughout the season.
"We looked back at the Findlay
scrimmage last year and players

that were in the rotation during
the exhibition weren't necessarily the players that ended up in
the rotation at the end of the
year," Miller said. "And if that
happens again then that'sa great
problem to have because players com i nue to grow t hroughout
the year."

DRIVE: Jessica Slagle drives to the basket against Akron in the MAC Tournament

i
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Vocal leadership a challenge
for this year's senior dass
By Paul Bitn.y
Sports Editor

"We're veteran, but

BG's senior class consists of
reigning two-time MAC Player of
this group [of seniors] the Year Lauren Prochaska, folMany challenges await for the
lowed by Tracy Pontius, Jen Uhl,
BG women's basketball team
never had to be
Maggie llennegan, Chelsea Albert
this season.
The Falcons won iheir sixth
leaders before. That's and Kelly Zuercher.
This is the largest senior class
consecutive
Mid-American
Miller has had in four years, but
Conference regular-season title
a new challenge for
despite having an experienced
last season and returned to the
this year's team."
starting lineup, he isn't sure who
NCAA Championships for the
will step up and be a vocal leader.
fourth time in those six seasons.
"Where are we going to get
They have a target on their back
Curt Miller | Coach
that vocal leadership from in
andexpectationsarehigh—picked
to win both the MAC East title and like to see his six seniors start to this senior class, or does it come
from an underclassman?" Miller
MAC Tournament title in 2011 by adapt to that role.
the league's preseason poll.
"A challenge for this senior said. "And who is going to hold
Over the years, BO has taken group, as talented as they are the team accountable, with the
grasp of the challenges at stake on the floor, is they've always exception of the coaching staff,
and not disappointed.
deferred the leadership and vocal when things don't go well or we
But a new challenge awaits for part of the game to upperclass- have some adversity?
"We're veteran, but this group |of
the team this season — particu- men before them," Miller said.
larly with its senior class.
"This is a new challenge for this seniors I never had to be leaders
Not known to be the most vocal senior class. They're not, by before. That's a new challenge for
this year's team."
ofleaders, coach Curt Miller would nature, a vocal leading group."

BGNEWSIIttPHOIO

TOUGH SHOT: Jen Uhl puts up a shot over an Akron defender last season.

BC NEWS Flit PHOTO

COURT VISION: Lauren Prochaska looks for an open teammate last season

BG NEWS HIE PHOTO

DRIBBLE: Iracy Pontius cuts to the basket during a game last season.
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BGSU
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SIGN UP FOR
BGSU Campus Cash's Mobile Shout Out's
and get exclusive deals and promotions
from local businesses sent directly to your phone!
* Works like a standard text message,
No extra charges
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Hockey needs fan support with Miami series coming up

Having lived the first 18 years
of my life on the West Coast, 1
grew up thinking that hockey was
largely unheralded throughout
the entire country.
1 loved playing and watching hockey growing up, but not
many people around me shared
that sentiment.
That's why I was a little bit surprised when I first arrived at BG
that the support for the hockey
program was so strong.
Now, with the team's biggest
home weekend of the season coming up, the team needs you to
come out to the arena and show
your support.

The Falcons play the No. 4
Miami RedHawks this Friday and
Saturday night. Many of you may
remember the last time these two
teams played.
BG took the No. 1 RedHawks
down to the wire Friday night, losing 3-2 on a heartbreaking goal
late in the third.
Then on Saturday, Miami won
10-2 and there was an all-out brawl
in the second period. Miami coach
Enrico Blasi was even ejected from
the game.
Coach Chris Bergeron was
an assistant coach at Miami
last year during that series and
because of the relationship with
the team, there probably won't
be any bad blood that boils over
during the game.
But you can bet that he would
love nothing more than to beat his
alma mater.
The same can be said of

the players. That series will
be fresh in their minds this
week as they prepare, as will
the fact that they haven't
beaten the RedHawks in
nearly three years.
Since that win on Jan. 4,2008,
the Falcons have dropped
seven straight games to their
in-state rivals.
This is where you, the fans, come
into play.
During their upset of Notre
Dame a couple of weekends ago,
the atmosphere in the BGSU Ice
Arena was easily the most electric
I have experienced in my year and
a half at BG.
The crowd was loud, the
chants were clear and concise,
and the student section was
spilling over into different parts
of the stands.
Not-so-ironically, it was
probably the best game that

the Falcons have played
this season.
Hockey is a fast-paced game
that relies more on emotion than
any other sport If there is one
thing that I have learned watching this team play the last year,
it's that they play more aggressive
hockey when you, the fans, are
going ballistic.
While I doubt anyone will
argue that this team is amongst
the most talented in the
nation, I will argue that they
are amongst the best coached
teams in the nation.
After losing a pretty good senior
class, and being a team in which
75 percent of the players are freshmen or sophomores, BG already
has as many wins as it did all of
last season.
These are not last season's
Falcons.
Both games this weekend are

going to be great battles: an upand-coming team ready to make
some noise in the conference
against a team that has been the
class of the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association for the last few
years, and will once again be so
this year.
While Miami doesn't lead
the CCHA standings, they
hold the best goal differential in the conference and they
have the top three scorers in
conference play.
This season, despite looking
like a completely different team
on some nights, the Falcons
have shown that they can hang
with anyone on their schedule.
What better way to reward
them for their good start than
to provide them with a true
home-ice advantage this weekend, and throughout the rest of
the season?

CCHA shaping up with a few surprises
By Ryan Satkowiak
Assistant Sports Editor

With the majority of Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
teams having already played four
weekend conference series, the
standings are shaping up with a
few surprises.
Preseason favorites Michigan
and Miami currently sit at second and third, respectively, in
the standings, while Alaska,
picked by the coaches to finish
third in conference, currently
sits fourth.
Leading the CCHA standings
after eight games is the Notre
Dame Fighting Irish. The Irish
were picked by the coaches to
finish fifth in the conference and
are coming off ofa 13-15-8 record
last season.
Notre Dame is led by freshmen
forwards T.J. Tynan (13 points) and

Anders Lee (11 points), while sophomore goaltender Mike Johnson
has posted a 2.38 goals-against
average and a .918 save percent
through eight starts.
The most surprising start of
the season has been that of the
Western Michigan Broncos.
Picked to finish 10th in the
conference, they currently are
tied for eighth with seven points.
However, they have only played
four conference games to date.
As of Nov. 8, the Broncos were
ranked 17th in the nation by
USCHO.com.
Led by sophomore goalie
Nick Pisellini — who sports a
1.85 GAA and a .923 save percent through nine starts — the
Broncos have allowed the fewest
goals against overall amongst
CCHA teams.
Even the Falcons have surprised
some people early in the season.

Even though their two conference wins have them tied for last in
the CCHA with Ohio State—who
has played two fewer conference
games — BG has already matched
its win total from last season with
five wins through 12 games.
Conversely, the biggest disappointment early this season has
been Michigan State.
The Spartans, who were picked,
to finish fourth in the CCHA by the
coaches, are off to a 2-3-1 start in
conference play, tied with Western
Michigan for eighth place.
But being one of three teams to
have played fewer than eight conference games, they do not have as
much of an uphill as it seems.
The middle of the CCHA has
shaped up as expected, with
Northern Michigan currently sitting fifth in the standings. Ferris
State and Lake Superior are tied
for sixth.
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CELEBRATE: Ryan Wtoma and the Falcons hive as many mills season as they had d of bst season

